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tailed description taken in connection with the accom- 
panying drawings wherein satisfactory embodiments of 
the invention are shown. However, it is to be under- 

2,774,971 stood that the invention is not limited to the details dis- 
5 closed but includes all such variations and modifications 

KNOT-SIMULATING NECKTIE CLASP as fall within the spirit of the invention and the scope of 

Theodore 6. Schrade, Nichols, Conn. the appended claims. 
The present invention is a continuation-in-part of my 

Application hnuary 3,1955, Serial No. 479,431 co-pending application Ser. No. 456,651, filed Septem- 

7 Claims. (C1.2-153) 10 ber 17, 1954. 
In  the drawings: 
Fig. 1 is a front elevation of the knot-simulating clasp 

according to one of the illustrated exemplary embodiments 
of the invention; 

The present invention relates to a knot-simulating 15 Fig. 2 is a top plan view; 
decorative clasp for neckties, and has for an object to  Fig. 3 is a horizontal sectional view taken along the 
provide a device of this character which will enclose the line 3-3 of Fig. 1; 
knotted portion of a necktie which is partially tied in Fig. 4 is a rear elevation; 
four-in-hand or Windsor knot fashion with the tie ends Fig. 5 is a side elevation; 
draped downwardly therefrom and so positioned as t o  20 Fig. 6 is a vertical sectional view taken along the line 

. be maintained in a transversely curved relation adjacent 6-6 of Fig. 1; 
the device with a central depressed dimple formed in Fig. 7 is a perspective view showing a necktie partially 
the outwardly exposed tie end, to the end that the ensemble tied into four-in-hand or Windsor knot fashion prepara- 
will give the appearance of a perfectly tied four-in-hand tory to  engagement by the device of the invention; 
or Windsor knot tie without requiring any particular 25 Fig. 8 is a vertical sectional view, similar to Fig. 6, 
tying skill on the part of the wearer. showing the clasp engaged with the tie; 

Another object is to provide a knot-simulating clasp Fig. 9 is a horizontal sectional view, similar to Fig. 
which has means thereon for preventing its downward 3, showing the clasp engaged with the tie; 
slipping when positioned for use on the wearer, thereby Fig. 10 is a perspective view, partially broken 'away, on 
providing a clasp which maintains a neat appearance 30 a reduced scale showing the device in its operative rela- 
without requiring any upward adjustment when properly tionship to  a tie and shirt; 
worn. Fig. 11 is a front elevation of a knot-simulating clasp 

A further object is to provide a knot-simulating clasp according to another exemplary embodiment of the in- 
which may be conveniently and economically formed vention; 
from molded plastic material, thus permitting its produc- 35 Fig. 12 is a bottom plan view thereof; 
tion in attractive colors ,and finishes. Fig. 13 is a top plan view; 

In the normal tying of a four-in-hand or Windsor knot Fig. 14 is a rear elevation; 
tie, the outwardly exposed tie end is first folded over the Fig. 15 is a side elevation; and 
intersecting looped portions of the neck encircling part Fig. 16 is a vertical sectional view on  the line 16-16 
pf the tie, and is then drawn downwardly through the 40 of Fig. 11, with the tie in place. 
loop to form a knot which is tightened to hold the tie Referring to the drawings, and more particularly to 
in place. This not only requires considerable skill, but Figs. 1 through 10, the knot-simulating decorative clasp, 
a,fter a few tyings produces wrinkles and tends to wear according to the illustrated exemplary embodiment of the 
out the tie in short order. Also, the knot, due to handling invention, is preferably formed from molded plastic 
and proximity to the chin of the wearer, becomes soiled 45 material and comprises a generally shell-like body hav- 
after short use. ing a front wall portion 10 of generally convex form at  

-1 It  is proposed in the present invention to provide a its forward or outer side, the convexity being both verti- 
knot-simulating clasp which will enable the tie to be cally and transversely. The upper edge of the body is 
only partially tied, i. e., the forward end of the tie, concavely curved, as at 11, and the side edges 12--12 
which is normally engaged through the looped knot por- 50 are each in the general form of an ogee curve, the two 
tion and tightly confined within the tightened knot; is side edges converging downwardly to  a horizontal bot- 
loosely folded over the loop, the latter remaining in a tom wall 13 of susbtantially semi-circular form. The con- 
relatively loose relation and the folded over end remaining cave portions of the ogee curves of the side edges are 
in a relatively flat state. adjacent their upper widely divergent ends, which upper 

According to the invention, the knot-simulating clasp 55 ends are spaced from the ends of the upper concave 
is slidably engaged with the tie ends and resiliently held edge 11 so ,as to define wind portions 14--14 at each 
in position thereon so that the tie ends are neatly posi- side of the body. These wing portions are convexly 
tioned without appreciable crushing or wrinkling, and curved at  their forward or  outer sides so that their swept 
at* the same time the looped portion of the tie is en- back end edges 15, which are inclined rearwardly, down- 
closed within a pocket which conceals and protects it. 60 wardly and outwardly, have an outwardly bowed shape, 
Additionally, the clasp is positively engaged with the )as seen in Fig. 2. Positioned in the wing portions 14-14 
forward sides of the neck encircling part of the tie to of the clasp, adjacent to and in parallel relation with 
.prevent downward slipping by the clasp. swept back end edges 15-15, are notches or slots 16-16 

While the invention is primarily intended for general which extend inwardly from edges 12--12, preferably to 
usage, it lends itself to production as a novelty for use 65 a depth equal to the depth of the forward sides of the 
by special groups, as, for instance, college students, neck encircling portion of a tie to  be used with the 
clubs and the like, in that it provides a surface upon clasp. Situated between swept back edges 15-15 and 
which emblems, initials, names, etc. may be placed notches 16-16 are hook members 16a. In  the use of 
either by directly molding into the plastic material or the device, the wing portions 14-14 having notches 
by otherwise suitably applying it thereto. 70 16-16 therein are adapted to extend beneath the flaps 
' Other objects and advantages of the invention will be- of the shirt collar and to be hooked over the forward 
come apparent from a consideration of the following de- sides of the neck encircling portion of the tie, as seen 
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in Figs. 8 and 10. Additionally the wing. partions en- ends in  one direction in the slot to the point where the 
close and conceal the said forward side portions of said edges at the other side of the tie ends may be engaged in 
tie, as will presently more fully appear. the entrance slot, whereupon the last engaged edges are 

The side edges 1%-I2 extend from the rearward slid into the slot in the other direction, the spring portions 
corners of the bottom wall 13 to the lower ends of the 5 22 being flexed outwardly during this process to permit 
wing edges 15-45 and as the edges 15-15 are swept of easy engagement. When so engaged, the spring por- 
back, as clearly show11 in Fig. 2, the side edges 12 also tions will be under tension, as seen in Fig. 9, pressing the 
sweep back at  their upper portions so that the inner side tie ends toward the forward walls 21 of the slot at each 
of the device will, when fitted in relation to the shirt side of the rib 25. Thus the tie is disposed in a trans- 
collar, seat comfortably upon the wearer and at the 10 versely curved position with its outer surface concentric 
same time provide suitable clearance space for thz tie to the semi-circular forward edge 13a of the bottom 
engaged therewith. wall 13, and will be firmly maintained in such position. 

Within the lower downwardly convergenttportion of At the same time, the rib 25 produces a centrally dis- 
the body there is provided at the inner side a bldck-like posed dimple in the forward fold of the tie extending 
formation 17, the lower wall of which is the lower wall 15 downwardly from the bottom wall 13. After the device 
13 of the body and the upper wall 18 of which is in a is thus engaged with the tie, it is slipped upwardly to 
horizontal plane and substantially at the midpoint be- enclose the loop portion of the tie within the pocket 26 
tween the upper and lower edges of the shell. The side and to bring the wing portions 14 having notches 16-16 
walls 19-19 are preferably verticaily disposed and. blend therein under the collar flaps 30. At this point, pref- 
into the lower portions of the downwardly convergent 20 erably after lifting the collar flaps, the forward sides 
side wall portions of the body 10. 29-29 of the neck encircling portion 28 of the tie are 

Within the block portion 17 there is formed a vertical- positioned in the notches 16-16 as seen in Fig. 10, and 
ly extending slot 20 01 arcuate form transversely, its hook members 16a are hooked over the upper edges of 
curvature being concentric to the semi-circular forward the forward sides of the tie so as to  be engaged behind . 
edge 13a of the bottom wall 13 and its forward wall 21 25 the latter. When so engaged, the forward edges of the 
being inwardly spaced from the edge 13a, thus providing notches overlie the tie. Crimps are thus produced in 
a narrow shoulder surrounding the lower end of the slot portions of the tie passing through the notches which 
and which, in the engaged relation of the tie with the frictionally resist slippage. After so engaging the clasp, ' 

clasp, positions the tie in slightly inwardly spaced rela- it will be seen that the forward sides of the neck en- 
tion t o  the curved lower edge 13a of the clasp and in 30 circling portion of the tie are enclosed and concealed 
corresponding curvature to the curvature of said lower and that when the flaps are placed in their normal posi- 
edge. The rearward wall of the slot is formed by a pair tion a neat appearance is presented. 
of leaf spring portions 22-22 which extend from the I t  will be noted that the tension of the spring portions 
outer ends of the slot in concentric relation to  the forward alone is in some instances sufficient to maintain the clasp 
wall 21 to points spaced from the center line of the de- 35 in this position. However, the frictional engagement of 
vice, so that an entrance opening 23 is provided be- the wing portions of the clasp with the forward sides of 
tween the inner ends of the two spring portions for in- the neck encircling portion of the tie through the notches 
sertion of the tie ends into the slot, as will presently 16-16, positively prevents downward slipping of the 
more fully appear. clasp. 

The leaf spring portions 22 each terminate in a verti- 40 Referring to Figs. 11-16 of the drawings, a generally 
cal rib-like rounded formation 24 projecting toward the shell-like body 31 is provided, having a front wall por- 
forward wall 21 and which serves to grip the tie ends tion 32 of generally convex form at its forward or outer 
between the forward wall 21 and the spring portions, side, the convexity being both vertically and transversely. 
which have sufficient resiliency to spring rearwardly dur- The upper edge of the body is concavely curved as at  
ing insertion of the tie and to then engage the tie under 45 33. and the side edges 34-34 are each in the general 
sufficient tension to restrain its free movement. Within form of an ogee curve, the two side edges converging 
the entrance opening 23 there is provided upon the front downwardly to  a horizontal bottom wall 35 of substan- 
wall 21 a vertical rib-like rounded formation 25 which, tially semi-circular form. The concave portion of the 
in cooperation with the rib-like formztion 24, provides ogee curves of the side edges are adjacent their upper 
an undulating passage in the central portion of the slot. 50 divergent end, which upper ends are spaced from the ends 
This, as will presently more fully appear, has the double of the upper concave edge 33 so as to define wing por- 
function of holding the tie in place in cooperation with tions 36. 
the pressure of the spring portions 22, and at the same Positioned in the wing portions 36-36 of the clasp, 
time producing a centrally disposed dimple in the outer adjacent to the swept back end edges 37-37, are notches 
end or fold of the tie. 55 38-38 which extend inwardly from the side edges 

A pocket 26 is provided in the upper portion of the 34-34> the end portions between the swept back edges 
device for receiving the looped portion of the tie, this and the notches constituting hook members 38a. The 
portion being defined by the upper portion of the front sides of the notches preferably converge inwardly, in 
wall 10, by the upper end 18 of the block portion 16, distinction to the substantially parallel sides forming-the 
and by the inner concavely curved surfaces of the wing 60 notches shown in-Figs. 1-10, and the inner sides of the 
portions 14. notches are preferably beveled, as for instance at  a 30' 

In operation, a tie 27 having a neck encircling loop angle. The outer sides of the notches are preferably 
28 with forward sides thereof 29-29, is placed around shorter than the inner sides, so that the ends of the hook 
the neck in the usual manner and is given a simple loop members are upwardly offset from the edges 34--34. 
turn, as seen in Fig. 7, with one tie end draped over the 65 The tapered notches with their beveled inner edges pro- 
loop. In forming a four-in-hand or Windsor knot, this vide for greater ease in positioning the forward sides of 
tie end would normally be inserted in the loop and drawn the neck encircling portions of the tie in the clasp. 
downwardly tightening the loop. However, according to Within the lower downwardly convergent portion of 
the present invention, the four-in-hand is only partially the body there is provided at the inner side, a block por- 
tied without the necessity for inserting the tie end through 70 tion 39, the lower wall of which is the lower wall 35 of 
the loop and without consequent wrinkling and crushing the body and the upper wall 40 of which is in a horizontal 
of the tie material. The tie ends are then inserted a t  a plane and substantially below the mid-point between fie 
short distance below the loop within the slot 2@ by first upper and lower edges of the shell, as distinguished from 
engaging the edges of the two tie ends a t  one side through the block portion 17 of the first embodiment which has 
the entrance opening 23 and transversely forcing the tie 75 its top wall substantially at the mid-point. 
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Within the block portion there is formed a verticdy ceiving slot of tratlsversely arcuate form and substantial- 
extending opening 41 of arcuate slot-like form at  its end ly concentric to said lower edge, the front wall of said 
portions, its forward wall 42 being inwardly spaced from slot having a centrally disposed vertically extending rib 
the lower arcuate edge 43 of the front wall portion 32. projecting rearwardly into said slot, and the rear wall of 
The rearward wall of the opening is formed by a pair 5 said slot comprising a pair of spring parts connected a t  
of substantially V-shaped spring members 44-44 which their outer ends to said block portion and spaced apart 
extend for a portion of their length in concentric rela- at their inner ends to  provide a central entrance opening 
tion to  the forward wall 42, and for the remainder of to said slot, said spring parts each having at its inner end 
their length extend rearwardly from the forward wall and a vertically extending rib projecting forwardly into said 
inwardly towards the center, their opposed extremities 10 slot in spaced relation at the respective sides of said rib 
being spaced apart to provide an entrance opening 45. of said front wall. 
Opposite the entrance opening and upon the forward wall 4. A knot-simulating necktie clasp comprising a shell- 
42, there is a rib-like rounded formation 46 which cooper- like body including a generally outwardly convex wall 
ates to hold a tie in place and also to provide a centrally having a central wall portion terminating at  its lower end 
disposed dimple in the outer end or fold of the tie. A 15 in a substantially horizontally disposed semi-circular edge 
pocket 47 is provided above the block portion 39 for and side wing portions extending outwardly from each 
receiving the loop portion of the tie, this pocket being of side of the upper portion of said central wall portion and 
substantially greater depth than the pocket 26 of the first terminating in downwardly and outwardly inclined and 
embodiment. rearwardly swept-back end edges, the upper edge of said 

It  will be noted that the V-shape of the spring members 20 body portion being concavely curved between the upper 
44 provides a larger opening or recess between the outer extremities of the end edges of said wing portions, and the 
ends of the spring members and the forward wall of side edges of said body being in the form of downwardly 
the opening 41. This results in greater ease in initially convergent ogee curves extending from the lower ex- 
positioning the tie ends in the opening, and further permits tremities of the end edges of said wing portions t o  the 
a substantially large loop portion of the tie t o  be posi- 25 rearward extremities of said lower edge of said body 
tioned in the pocket 47 of the clasp. portion, said ogee curves having their concave portions 

In operation, the present embodiment is employed in adjacent said wing portions and their convex portions ad- 
; substantially the same manner as is the embodiment il- jacent said lower edge, and a block portion upon the inner 

lustrated in Figs. 1-10 which is described above. side of said body having a lower wall in the horizontal 
While the leaf spring portions 22--22 and 4 4 - 4 4  are 30 plane of said lower edge and a top wall substantially 

shown as integral parts of the molded plastic piece, it is spaced below said upper edge to provide a tie loop re- 
pointed out that if desired these portions may be in the ceiving pocket above said block portion, said block por- 
form of separate metallic leaf springs, in which case they tion having a vertically extending tie-end receiving slot of 
will be se~ured to the plastic piece by riveting, or in any transversely arcuate form and substantially concentric to 
suitable mgnner. 35 said lower edge. 

What is claimed is: 5. A knot-simulating necktie clasp comprising a shell- 
1. A knot-simulating necktie clasp comprising a shell- like body including a generally outwardly convex wall 

like body including a generally outwardly convex wall, having a central wall portion terminating at  its lower end 
and a block portion upon the inner side of said body hav- in a substantially horizontally disposed semi-circular edge 
ing a substantially horizontal top wall substantially spaced 40 and side wing portions extending outwardly from each 
below the upper edge of said body to provide the base of a side of the upper portion of said central wall portion and 
tie loop receiving pocket above said block portion, the terminating in downwardly and outwardly inclined and 
front and sides of which are provided by said body above rearwardly swept-back end edges, the upper edge of said 
said block portion, said block portion having a vertically body portion being concavely curved between the upper 
extending tie-end receiving slot, the front wall of said extremities of the end edges of said wing portions, and a 
slot having a centrally disposed vertically extending rib 45 block portion upon the inner side of said body having a 
projecting rearwardly into said slot, and the rear wall of lower wall in the horizontal plane of said lower edge and 
said slot comprising a pair of spring parts connected at a top wall substantially spaced below said upper edge to 
their outer ends to said block portion and spaced apart provide a tie loop receiving pocket above said block por- 
at their inner ends to provide a central entrance opening tion, said block portion having a vertically extending tie- 

-f to said slot. 50 end receiving slot of transversely arcuate form and sub- 
2. A knot-simulating necktie clasp comprising a shell- stantially concentric to said lower edge, the front wall 

like body including a generally outwardly convex wall, of said slot having a centrally disposed vertically extend- - and a block portion upon the inner side of said body ing rib projecting rearwardly into said slot, and the rear 
having a top wall substantially spaced below the upper wall of said slot comprising a pair of spring parts con- 
edge of said body to provide a tie loop rceiving pocket 55 nected at their outer ends to said block portion and spaced 
above said block portion, said block portion having a apart at their inner ends to provide a central entrance 
vertically extending tie-end receiving slot, the front wall of opening to said slot. 
said slot having a centrally disposed vertically extending 6. A knot-simulating necktie clasp comprising a shell- 
rib projecting rearwardly into said slot, and the rear wall like body including a generally outwardly curved wall, 
of said slot comprising a pair of spring parts connected 60 and a block portion upon the inner side of the body hav- 
at their outer ends to said block portion and spaced apart ing a substantially horizontal top wall substantially spaced 
at their inner ends to provide a central entrance opening below the upper edge of said body to provide the base 
to said slot, said spring parts each having at its inner end of a tie receiving loop pocket above said block portion, 
a vertically extending rib projecting forwardly into said the front and sides of which are provided by said body 

65 above said block portion, said block portion having a tie slot in spaced relation at the respective sides of said rib receiving opening therein defined at its forward side by of said front wall. the inner surface of said shell-like body, and defined at its 
3. A knot-simulating necktie clasp comprising a shell- rearward side by a pair of spring means secured at their 

like body including a generally outwardly convex wall outer ends to  said body and spaced apart at their inner 
terminating at its lower end in a horizontally disposed ends, said spring means each extending forwardly for its 
substantially semicircular edge, and a block portion upon entire length in substantially parallel relation to said for- 
the inner side of said body having a top wall substantially ward side of said opening. 
spaced below the upper edge of said body to provide a 7. The invention as defined in claim 6, wherein said 
tie loop receiving pocket above said block portion, said spring means each extends forwardly for a portion of its 
block portion having a vertically extending tie-end re- 76 length in substantially parallel relation t o  said forward 
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side of said opening and for the remainder of its length 2,180,861 Candy -----------,-,-- Nov. 21, 1939 
extenas rreanvardly from said forward side. 2,316,002 Koivisto -------------- Apr. 6, 1943 
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